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If you are living with a serious illness....
You have enough things to worry about-

money shouldn't be one of them.

We provide quick, confidential service

You receive the personalized
attention you deserve

Sell your life insurance policy, receive a cash
settlement, and pay no more premiums

www.ardangroup.com
CALL 1-800-699-3522

Ca
Life Insuranll

lArdan
W Settlement Group

Cooking With Cancer, INC.
"Helping those afflicted with cancer to enjoy a better
quality of life through good food."

Dr. Luis F. Pineda's book, Prescription to Taste: A Cooking
Guide For Cancer Patients, is a cookbook resource designed
with recipes for cancer patients to help stimulate taste and to
counteract certain side effects as they undergo chemotherapy
and radiation.

To receive a free cookbook ($5.00 shipping), go to
www.CookingWithCancer.org
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COOKING WITH CANCER, INC.*
P.O. Box 530625, Birmingham, AL 35253
205-978-3568

Interested in Speaking
at National Cancer

Survivors Day® Events?

The National Cancer Survivors Day
Foundation publishes an online
Speakers Bureau Roster that is
provided free to registered cancer-
related organizations for use in
locating speakers.

If you or someone you know would
like to be considered for inclusion in
the Roster, download the application
form at ncsd.org/speakers. There
is no charge to be included in
the Roster.

National Cancer Survivors Day Foundation
info@ncsd.org • 615-794-3006 • ncsd.org
P.O. Box 682285, Franklin, TN 37068-2285

SURVIVOR

Wu Deft and Dwitsfm Ctping with Cancer
by Yolanda Brunson-Sarrabo

Facing cancer or any other life-
changing situation is no easy task.

To tell you that it is would be a great
falsehood. What I can say is that being
presented with tribulation in life tends
to put things in perspective. Having

survived multiple
myeloma, I know
that it's possible to
move forward af-
ter cancer. Read
on for the dos and
don'ts of coping
with cancer that
I've discovered
along my journey.

DO: Surround Yourself with Hope
Hope and positive vibes, wherever they
come from, are like treasures for a per-
son with cancer. Your mental state will
likely take a dip every now and then as
you deal with difficult side effects or

become overwhelmed by the stress
of living with cancer. Having positive
people around you is extremely help-
ful as you muster the strength to endure
your treatments and settle into your
new life. With a determined mind,

need to do for yourself without worry-
ing how others will treat you.

DO: Enjoy Life Simply put, it is im-
perative to live life to the same fullness
that you did before cancer. Now more
than ever, this is the time to do what
you've always wanted to do and enjoy
the life you've been granted. It may not
be easy at first, but it is possible.

DON'T: Be Discouraged Hope is the
name of the game when you're given
unsettling news. Again, this is why it
is imperative to surround yourself with
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remove the people and things from
your life that don't promote positively.

DON'T: Expect Sympathy Though
some people may be sympathetic,
don't set yourself up for disappoint-
ment when you encounter those who
aren't. Going through cancer can be
such an emotional rollercoaster, and
you'll learn quickly whom you can and
can't count on. This is your journey;
hold your head high and do what you
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positive people and positive energy.
Every doctor's appointment, MRI,
and infusion will be a test of your
strength and resolve. But I know that
you are stronger than you realize.

Yolanda Brunson-Sarrabo is a multiple
myeloma survivor living in East Strouds-
burg, PA. She is the author of Another Face
of Multiple Myeloma (MadAboutMyeloma
.com) and founder of Mae s Breath Foun-
dation (TvtaesBreath.org).
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